
ATLAS FT3X-24 MAGNETIC SWEEPER

Dings Atlas FT3X-24 Magnetic Road Sweeper

Lifetime Guarantee on magnetism
Designed for commercial airports and military fields

Produces more magnetic power than other models
Easily sweep confined and congested areas

World’s largest magnetic sweeper!

Dings Atlas FT3X-24 Magnetic Road Sweeper clears a 
24 ft. path in a single pass. It consists of three trailer units 
(identical in construction), which can be hitched together or 
hooked up in-line. The FT3X-24 model allows just one crew 
member to clear long runways in significantly less time than 
conventional models. The FT3X-24 models are constructed 
with heavy-duty, high-speed trailer running gear, retractable 
extensions arms with two pintle hook hitches, a pintle hook 
hitch in the center of the back frame, a forged steel ring 
hitch and swing-away swivel jack. The sections can be used 
interchangeably, allowing any of them to be connected to the 
vehicle as lead magnet. The quick hookup for sweeping or 
inline towing makes the Atlas FT3X-24 easy to use.

WORLD’S LARGEST SWEEPER

Removes potentially damaging metal debris from large constrained or congested areas. 
Can achieve sweeping clearances from 8 ft. - 24 ft. (smaller section widths are available) and 
traveling speeds of up to 55 mph. 
Manufactured with Grade VIII Ceramic magnet material - the highest grade available. 
The permanent, non-electric magnets are inside a welded, heavy-gauge steel housing with stainless 
steel bottom. 
Produce more magnetism over a larger area through greater distances. 
Optional remote battery-operated switch available for automatic release. 
Provide most effective and labor-saving FOD control at airports. 
Dings offers various models and sizes of Magnetic Sweepers to fit your specific requirements.
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Dings Magnetic Sweepers are designed with permanent magnets. This means magnetism is 
guaranteed permanent and covered by a lifetime warranty.

LIFETIME WARRANTY ON MAGNETISM

Call Us For Expert Support of Dings Co. Magnetic Group Equipment - Regardless of its Age

www.dingsmagnets.com 
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